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call of duty: ghosts includes four player split-screen, or online co-operative, modes. the new modes include the new operation gunfight, a co-operative mode where players work together to blast their way through waves of enemy soldiers. the other modes include search and destroy, a
team-based mode where players are split into two teams. the objective of the mode is to locate the enemy team, and eliminate them all before the time runs out. features include co-op spec ops, which is a six-player campaign mode that takes players to a new, unexplored chapter of the
call of duty universe. this mode is playable at any time and offers a new story-driven campaign with more than 50 different missions. take on the role of a spec ops soldier as you are dropped into a new co-op campaign that takes place in the rich, historical backdrop of wwii. this mission-
based campaign introduces the core gameplay mechanics used in all future call of duty games, including the new spec ops mode which takes players through an all-new, interactive story, offering a more personalised, approachable single player experience.^ the call of duty community
has spoken. with 3 million votes the community has spoken and i have listened. we’re bringing cod back to its roots. keeping it accessible and playable. introducing squad-ops. this is a brand new 4 player co-op experience where you and up to four friends can pick up the controller and
drop into a heavily armed squad together. we’ve taken the best parts of the multiplayer experience and combined that with a vastly improved ai and our new mechanic of creating your own squad-mates. all the hard work you’ve put into customizing, playing, and prestiging your squad

can now be put to use on a brand new playing field.
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call of duty: ghosts features two distinct multiplayer modes: online co-operative and competitive modes. players have the option to play through the game solo or with up to four other players using split-screen or online modes. players can also take control of specialized vehicles such as
the ghost or the super-heavyweight warthog; and the player's multiplayer progression is tied to weapons, gameplay skills and gameplay attributes (such as the "hardcore" setting). the single-player campaign also includes a zombies mode, set after the events of the game's multiplayer

mode, where players are pitted against a series of increasingly difficult waves of zombies. as the subtitle suggests, call of duty: ghosts doesn't stray too far from what made the previous games in the series great. the multiplayer is, as always, where the real action happens, and the
gameplay remains one of the most exciting aspects of the game. with improved visuals, new weapons, modes and level design, the new generation of the franchise is one of the most intriguing releases in recent times. call of duty: ghosts features the new infinity ward engine, which has
been tweaked to make the game more demanding of the hardware. improved lighting, a new camera system, and dynamic shadows make the game look more realistic, with large changes taking place as players move between the foreground and background of the game. call of duty:

ghosts also features a new horde mode, where up to four players can take on wave after wave of zombies. in addition, players can build up xp through the campaign mode, allowing players to unlock new weapons and perks. as new weapons are unlocked, players will also find new perks,
which are unlocked by completing challenges. 5ec8ef588b
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